17. Mr Isaac - Public Administration - Computer Operator II
At first, I entered the industry
Mainly because the fringe benefits of a Government job is better
And the salary is good too
Also my friends highly recommended it
So I entered the industry
For working hours, my job requires working on shifts
Sometimes I need to work for seven hours, eight hours or even twelve hours
If there are something unexpected, like typhoon no.8 or black rainstorms
I also need to continue to work until all the signals are cancelled
So there is no specific working time
I need to work depending on different situations even there is a timetable
The requirement of this job is simple
You only need an IT certificate
To apply for the position
Basically, no training or experience is needed
Since the job tasks are not as difficult as I have imagined
What you need to do is keep learning new things during work to enhance your knowledge
The most challenging part is We need to work as a team
But there are times you are the only one available
There can be a lot of emergencies which you can’t imagine
Or have never encountered
Then you have to deal with it by yourself
These are the challenging parts
Getting off work on time
Although I am a civil servant, there are also chances that I can’t get off work on time
Sometimes I might need to work overtime for two hours
Being able to finish every task would give me a sense of achievement
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If I am stressful
I usually try to relieve stress through exercising after work or during the holiday
Or watching a movie
Or talking with close friends
To make me feel relieved and happy
There are some influences on my life
Since I need to work on shifts
Sometimes I need to go to work very early
Sometimes you get to leave work when the others go to work
So I can't always meet with friends or even my family members
And if people can't get used to working on shifts
For example, sometimes we need to be on duty at night
It is possible that we find it difficult to get to sleep
Or even we can’t fall asleep at home neither
There aren’t many suggestions
If you like a job that does not require you to deal with people
Then there is no problem
If you are prepared to enter the industry
No matter you are working in my position or other positions
You need to be prepared to encounter new challenges every day
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